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SUMMARY 

A simulation model was developed for piloted evaluations of a representative tilt-wing V/STOL 
(Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing) aircraft. Using this model an initial tilt-wing simulation study 
was conducted in 1990 on the Ames Vertical Motion Simulator 

In the past, all tilt-wing aircraft have required a horizontal tail rotor or reaction jets to provide 
pitch control in hover and low speeds. To alleviate this need, devices such as monocyclic propellers 
and a geared flap have been proposed for providing control at low speed. The geared flap is the sub- 
ject of this study and it is compared to the conventional flap used in previous tilt-wing aircraft. 

Objectives of the study were to simulate a tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft, to evaluate and compare 
the control effectiveness and handling qualities of both a conventional (programmed flap) and the 
geared flap control configurations, and to determine the feasibility of eliminating the horizontal tail 
rotor or reaction jets of prior designs through the use of the geared flap control configuration. 

Pilot evaluations indicated that in general, both flap control configurations had level 2 handling 
qualities. The handling qualities of both flap control configurations were comparable dunng conver- 
sion from hover to arplane mode and during reconversion from airplane mode to hover The pro- 
grammed flap configuration had slightly better handling qualities than the geared flap configuration 
during STOL (fixed wing deflection) landings and hover 

Results from this preliminary study show that with the geared flap control configuration the tail 
thruster requirement for pitch control dunng hover and low speeds is reduced compared to the pro- 
grammed flap configuration. 

NOMENCLATURE 

K 

K1 

K2 

K6f 

wing incidence angle 

wing incidence angular rate 

wing incidence angular acceleration 

geared flap on the stick gain 

geared flap on the stick gam 

wing rate gam 

geared flap gam 

acceleration due to gravity 



flap deflection 

longitudinal stick 

tilt actuator time constant 

INTRODUCTION 

A simulation study of a representative tilt-wing V/STOL (VerticaVShort Takeoff and Landing) 
aircraft was conducted in 1990 on the Ames Vertical Motion Simulator Thls simulation was con- 
ducted because of renewed interest in tilt-wing aircraft for use in several applications including the 
U S .  Special Operations Command Special Operations Forces aircraft, the U 5, Air Force 
Advanced Theater Transport, the NASA high speed rotorcraft studies, and proposed designs for civil 
applications. A new look at tilt-wing aircraft was further motivated by advances in technologies such 
as propulsion, materials, and flight control systems which can address shortfalls of previous tilt-wing 
aircraft. 

The tilt-wing concept has been in existence for many years. Through the mid-70’s, four notable 
tilt-wing aircraft were built and flight tested with varying degrees of success: the Boeing-Vertol 
VZ-2, the Hiller X- 18, the Canadalr CL-84, and the Vought-Hiller-Ryan XC- 142. All of these 
ircraft required a tail rotor or reaction jet at the tail for pitch control during hover and low-speed 
flight. Monocyclic propellers or a geared flap have been proposed as alternate methods for providing 
pitch control at low speed. The geared flap concept has the potential for reducing or eliminating the 
need for a tail rotor, reaction jets or cyclic propellers and it is the Subject of this current study 

The objectives of the simulation study were to: 

* Simulate a representative tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft. 

* Evaluate and compare the control effectiveness and handling qualities of conventional 
(programmed flap) and geared flap tilt-wing control configurations. 

Determine the feasibility of eliminating the horizontal tail rotor or reaction jets of prior 
tilt-wing designs using the geared flap control configuration. 

This report describes the geared flap concept, the representative tilt-wing aircraft, the simulation 
math model, and the simulation facility and experiment setup. The pilot evaluations- of tasks are dis- 
cussed, and the results obtained from the simulation experiment are presented. Appendix A docu- 
ments the pilot evaluations and comments. 
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GEARED FLAP CONCEPT 

The geared flap control concept utilizes the wing flap as an aerodynamic servo tab to control the 
wing incidence relative to the fuselager The geared flap results in an integrated pitching and longi- 
tudinal control effector that could eliminate the need for auxiliary pitch control during hover and 
transition. 

A schematic of the geared flap control concept is shown in figure 1 The pilot input can come 
from a beep trim switch located on the throttle, from the longitudinal stick, or from a combination of 
the beep trim switch and the longitudinal stick. Most of the results from this preliminary study of the 
geared flap are for a pilot input through the beep trim switch, although some results were also 
obtained with a combination of the pilot input through the beep trim switch and the longitudinal 
stick. This will be discussed further in subsequent sections of this report, 

In the geared flap configuration (regardless of how the pilot input is implemented) the wing is 
free to pivot and is driven primarily by the forces generated by the flap within the propeller slip- 
stream. Friction and artificial damping, as well as aerodynamic moments generated by aircraft 
motion, also affect the pivoted wing response. The pilot input controls the flap which then controls 
the wing incidence relative to the fuselage. For example, an increase in flap deflection causes a 
moment about the wing pivot. This moment remains unbalanced until the wing rotates to cancel the 
moment through mechanical feedback to the flap through the flap pushrod. 

In hover the pilot input operates the flap, giving him a second order wmg incidence response. In 
transition the geared flap control system provides tight control of the aircraft linear accelerations, 
with the fuselage being relatively unaffected by the wing-propeller moment variations. 

Further information on the geared flap concept is available in reference 1 

TILT WING AIRCRAFT 

The tilt-wing aircraft used in the simulation study represented a rmd-sized V/STOL transport ax- 
craft. The overall length was 97 ft and the gross weight was 87,000 lbs. It had four engines with 
26.4 ft diameter propellers. The thrust-to-weight ratio was 1 15 The wing span was 109 ft with an 
aspect ratio of 9 The low honzontal tail was fully positional. The aircraft had a 0.46 wing-chord-to- 
rotor-diameter ratio, 65.86 lbs/ft2 wing loading, and 39 73 lbs/ft2 disk loading. A tail thruster 
provided auxiliary pitch control during hover and low speeds for the programmed flap configuration 
and for the geared flap configuration as required. A conceptual sketch of this aircraft is shown in 
figure 2. 
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SIMULATION MATH MODEL 

The complete longitudinal rigid airframe aerodynamic and dynamic characteristics were 
modeled. The aerodynamic model used a component buildup method to develop total forces and 
moments. Momentum theory was used to calculate propeller slipstream velocities which were then 
used with the “power-off’ aerodynamcs data to obtam “power-on” aerodynamic characteristics. 
Other elements in the math model included a dynamic model of the power plant, a model of the 
flight control system which included both programmed and geared flap control configurations, and a 
generic second-order landing gear model, Ground effects were not included. The simulation cycled 
real-time at a frame rate of 15 msec, 

The longitudinal equations of motion were complicated by the fact that the wing was free to 
move relative to the fuselage. Thus the total center of gravity was not fixed at any time and the 
accelerations of the total center of gravity became functions of the total and relative accelerations of 
the wing and fuselage separately The equations of motion, therefore, considered two free bodies, the 
wing and the fuselage, and the interrelationships of their separate equations of motion to describe the 
over-all surcraft dynamcs. 

The lateral/directional response and dynamic characteristics were simply modeled using stability 
derivatives with turn coordination added. The lateral/directional dynamcs were not cntical to this 
simulation study since we were primarily interested in the longitudinal handling qualities of the 
aircraft. 

A detailed discussion of the equations of motion and the simulation math model may be found in 
reference 2 and a forthcomng NASA Technical Memorandum (Churchill, G. Longitudinal 
Equations of Motion for Tilt-WingRotor V/STOL Aircraft). 

Aircraft Control Modes 

The longitudinal control of the tilt-wing aircraft during hover and conversion depended on the 
flap configuration and is discussed further below 

During hover and low speeds pitch control for the programmed flap configuration was provided 
by the tail thruster During conversion the pitch control effectors were the elevator, the horizontal 
tail, and the tail thruster The throttle was used for heave control during hover and conversion. 

In the case of the geared flap, the wing was free floating and hence aided the tail thruster in pro- 
viding pitch control during hover and conversion. During hover and low speeds the longitudinal con- 
trol effectors of the geared flap configuration were the wing incidence and the tail thruster as needed. 
During conversion the pitch control effectors were the wing incidence, the elevator, the horizontal 
tail, and the tail thruster as needed. The throttle was used for heave control during hover and 
conversion. 
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During airplane mode both flap configurations behaved in the same manner, using the elevator as 
the pitch control effector 

Since the lateral/directional portion of the simulation model was characterized by stability 
derivatives, roll control and yaw control for both flap configurations were accomplished with a 
steady state alrcraft response to the pilot input. 

SIMULATION STUDY 

Simulation Facility 

This study was conducted on the NASA Ames Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS). The VMS has 
the capability for +25 ft of vertical motion and depending on cab orientation f17.5 ft of longitudinal 
or lateral motion This simulation dictated +17,5 ft of longitudinal motion, since we were interested 
in the longitudinal handling qualities of the aircraft. In the VMS the pilots could experience up to 
3/4 g vertically, and up to 1/2 g longitudinally 

Cockpit Layout 

The cockpit setup provided the pilots with the essential instruments and controls to effectively 
“fly” the aircraft. Two wing tilt indicator dials (one digital and one analog) and a beta indicator were 
provided in addition to the conventional panel instruments. The cockpit controls consisted of a center 
stick with a trim button, a left-hand throttle with a rotary wing tilt beep switch, rudder pedals, and a 
flap lever located to the left of the pilot and aft of the throttle An interior layout of the cockpit is 
shown in figure 3, 

A four-window, computer-generated imaging (CGI) system provided the external view Trie CGI 
presented an airfield scene representing Ames’ experimental facility at the Crows Landing Naval 
Auxiliary Landing Field. 

Control Configurations 

Three distinct control configurations were evaluated. The first configuration was a programmed 
flap. The other two configurations were variations of the geared flap< These control configurations 
are described further below 

The programmed flap configuration used a spring return rotary beep switch located on the throt- 
tle to control the wing tilt. This configuration was called the “programmed” flap because the flap 
deflection was strictly a function of the wing incidence, as shown in figure 4. The pilot “beeped” the 
desired wing incidence through a rate command and then the flap responded as shown in the control 
schematic on figure 5. 
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Two geared flap configurations were evaluated. One geared flap configuration used the beep 
switch on the throttle to control the tilting mechanism. This configuration was referred to as geared 
flap on the beep. The other geared flap configuration split the tilting control between the beep switch 
on the throttle and the longitudinal stick (this resulted in wing-on-the-stick), This configuration was 
referred to as geared flap on the stick, With both geared flap configurations the pilot input generated 
an error command to the flap; the flap in turn controlled the wing incidence relative to the fuselage, 
Control schematics of both geared flap configurations are shown in figures 6 and 7 

Evaluation Tasks 

The evaluation tasks during the simulation were conversion, reconversion, hover, STOL landing, 
and to a very limited extent, STOL takeoff. 

The conversion task began in hover at 50 ft AGL (Above Ground Level). While in hover, the 
pilot smoothly increased power and ascended to 100 ft AGL. He then incrementally lowered the 
wing, as he tried to maintain constant altitude. After a wing incidence of 40" to 45" and a velocity 
around 80 knots the wing could be lowered more aggressively to gain speed and altitude. Conversion 
ended at 180-200 knots and 500 ft AGL as shown in figure 8. 

The reconversion task began downwind at 500 ft AGL, 200 knots, and the initial aircraft position 
was 12,000 ft to the left of the runway and 4,000 ft forward of the start of the runway, as shown in 
figure 8 The pilot slowed the aircraft to about 180 knots and lowered the landing gear on the 
downwind leg. On the base leg he descended to 300 ft AGL, slowed to about 100 knots and raised 
the wing incidence to 10" On the turn to final he extended full flaps, slowed down to about 70 knots, 
and raised the wing to 20" On final approach he incrementally raised the wing, adjusting power 
accordingly, and slowing down to about 35 knots, As he approached the hover position above the 
touchdown point, he descended to 50 ft AGL and continued to raise the wing as appropriate. Recon- 
version ended when the pilot brought the aircraft to a hover and landed. 

The hover task began at 50 ft AGL over a checkerboard pattern to the right of the runway The 
pilot performed a visual hover over a precise spot for 3 minutes (see fig. 8). 

The STOL landing task consisted of four approach speeds (60,50,40, and 35 knots) starting at 
500 ft AGL and the initial aircraft position was 5,000 ft to the left of the rupway and 2,000 ft forward 
of the start of the runway with the landing gear down (see fig. 8). For each initial velocity there was 
a corresponding wing incidence depending on the flap configuration The wing incidence remained 
constant during the approach. The task ended when the aircraft landed at the target point. 

The STOL takeoff task consisted of four wing incidence positions (20", 30°, 35", and 40"). The 
task ended when the aircraft cleared a 50 ft obstacle 500 ft away 

All tasks were performed visually without the aid of a flight dlrector or a heads-up display and 
under calm conditions. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Thirteen pilots participated in this study The pilot comments and Cooper-Harper pilot ratings 
were recorded during 119 runs# Pilot task evaluations for the programmed flap and geared flap on the 
beep configurations are summarized in figure 9 The results are presented in terms of the mean pilot 
ratings and the standard deviation of the pilot ratings for each task and flap configuration. The indi- 
vidual task results are covered more thoroughly in the following subsections. The handling qualities 
levels referred to in the following subsections refer to the Cooper-Harper pilot rating scale as noted 
below, 

Handling Oualities Level Cooper-Hamer Pilot Rating Scale 

1 1.0 - 3.5 (satisfactory) 

2 3.5 - 6.5 (adequate) 

3 6.5 - 10.0 (inadequate) 

The majority of the geared flap pilot evaluations were for the geared flap on the beep, A limited 
number of pilot evaluations exist for the geared flap on the stick, and many of these evaluations were 
done during pilot familiarization runs (which were not officially recorded). The geared flap on the 
stick results are covered separately at the end of this section. 

The following qualifications should be noted before reading the results. 

(1) No ground effects were modeled. 

(2) The lateravdirectional charactenstics were modeled simply using stability derivatives 
with turn coordination added, 

(3) There was no attempt at control law refinement and only pitch rate feedback was 
used. 

These qualifications were not considered restrictive for our purposes, since the evaluation of the 
flap control configurations was comparative and limited only to the longitudinal handling qualities. 

Conversion 

During this task (as well as dunng reconversion) the wing conversion could be executed either 
by incrementally beeping the rotary knob as desired or by continuously holding the rotary knob 
depressed The maximum wing rate during conversion and reconversion was 10 deg/sec. 
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Programmed Flap. The initial portion of the conversion (i.e., the climb to 100 ft) was straight- 
forward. Initial rotation of the wing resulted in a pitch down moment of the aircraft. This was due to 
the increase in the moment arm from the thrust line to the total aircraft center of gravity as the wing 
rotates down. Also, at approximately 50" wing incidence the aircraft tended to balloon. This was 
because less horsepower was required with increasing forward speed, and the aircraft ballooned 
before the pilots had a chance to correct the situation by reducing the power One pilot, who was a 
former XC- 142 project pilot, noted that both the nose down moment and the ballooning effect were 
similar to the XC- 142 aircraft behavior In addition, all pilots noticed the longitudinal acceleration 
when they beeped the wing. 

The pilots were busy trying to control altitude and minimize large nose down attitudes during 
md-conversion. Unfortunately, some pilots experienced a significant nose down attitude (as much as 
-20") during climb. Pitch oscillations were sometimes encountered while trying to correct this prob- 
lem. Also, throttle sensitivity and heave damping were low, causing overcontrol while monitoring 
altitude. 

The two most common pilot comments were with regard to the large negative pitch attitudes and 
the altitude control problems. Handling qualities were generally in the level 2 range. 

Geared Flap on the Beep. The initial portion of the task (the climb to 100 ft) was straightfor- 
ward. The first major difference from the programmed flap noted by the pilots was the rearward 
acceleration pulses caused when beeping the geared flap, as seen in figure 10. The time hstories in 
figure 10 show the relationship between the flap deflection and the resulting rearward acceleration 
pulses and wing incidence changes, The acceleration pulses were nonminimum-phase-shift l i e  in 
character and will be the subject of a future control study 

Some pitch down moment and accompanying ballooning were also noted; however, the majority 
of the pilots felt that the nose down attitude during md-conversion was not as severe as experienced 
with the programmed flap configuration, The pilots had trouble with the coupling of negative pitch 
attitudes with altitude control. Some pilots indicated that pitch control and aircraft acceleration were 
better for this configuration than for the programmed flap configuration. Again the handling qualities 
were generally in the level 2 range. 

Figures 11 and 12 show two typical conversion time histories for the programmed flap config- 
uration and the geared flap on the beep configuration, respectively The time histones shown are for 
the first 60 seconds of the conversion for the same pilot and simlar conversion techniques. Compari- 
son of both figures shows that the tail jet pitchrng moment of the geared flap configuration is much 
lower (about 50,000 ft-lbs less) than that of the programmed flap dunng hover, A reduced tail jet 
pitching moment means less tail thrust was required for pitch control. The figures also show that for 
a wing incidence of 50°, the geared flap configuration negative pitch attitude is lower (-2") than the 
programmed flap configuration pitch attitude (-7") This confirms the pilot comments that the nose 
down attitudes during md-conversion were smaller with the geared flap configuration 
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Reconversion 

The pilots first encountered the stick shaker during the reconversion task. The stick shaker repre- 
sented the buffet onset, or the beginning of wing stall It was modeled as a function of equivalent 
angle of attack and flap deflection. 

Programmed Flap. The pilots had difficulty controlling pitch attitude, altitude, and flight path. 
Balloonmg and lack of heave damping added to the pilot workload. The stick shaker was often 
encountered at around 40"-50" of wmg incidence, although the addition of power alleviated this 
problem. Glide path control also added to the pilot workload. Many pilots were constantly working 
the throttle to control the glide path# 

Wing incidence changes required high pilot compensation on the vertical descent rate during 
reconversion. A NASA pilot noted that it was unlike flying the Harrier or the Tiltrotor because of the 
"barn door" (increased drag) effect caused by the large wing deflections. Handling qualities were 
generally in the level 2 range. 

Geared Flap on the Beep. The pilots had difficulty controlling pitch attitude, altitude, and 
flight path. The approach could not be rushed, or the flight path was hard to control. The altitude 
changes seemed more exaggerated than for the programmed flap. When reducing power to hold atti- 
tude, the stick shaker was often encountered. Some pilots got into lag situations and overcontrolled 
power Handling qualities were generally in the level 2 range. 

ver 

ogrammed Flap. Height control was precise and hence the pilot workload was low Pitch, 
roll, and yaw controls were predictable. The pilots had difficulty visually holding a point over the 
checkerboard pad (this accounts for some of the tracking divergence encountered). However, th? 
hover handling qualities of the programmed flap configuration were in the level 1 range 

Geared Flap on the Beep. Some pilots could not detect a difference between this configuration 
and the programmed flap configuration. Other pilots felt height control was not as precise in this 
configuration as it was in the programmed flap configuration. The hover handling qualities of the 
geared flap configuration were in the level 1 and 2 range. 

The speed and wing incidence angle combinations shown in this subsection were based on 
trimmed flight values achieved with pitch attitudes in the range of k6O 

Programmed Flap. 60 knots, 20" wing incidence-Pilot workload was low Some initial 
maneuvering was required for altitude and airspeed, but the overall approach was smooth# Pilots 
could control flight path and airspeed well by a combination of minor throttle adjustments and pitch 
attitude. Handling qualities were in the level 1 range. 

i 
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50 knots, 30" wing incidence-Pilot workload increased. The ircraft was less responsive 
because of lower dynamic pressure. Pilots were distracted by closeness to the buffet boundary The 
heave damping problem encountered before was present agam. The technique for flying was the 
same as above: pitch attitude for airspeed control, and power for glide path control. Some pilots were 
tending to overcontrol power Handling qualities were in the level 1 and level 2 range. 

40 knots, 35" wing incidence-More degradation was noticed between this case and the last. 
There were more tasks for the pilots. They now had to monitor angle of attack and sideslip angle 
(amraft was departing directionally dunng turns). The stick shaker was encountered on the base leg 
and approach. Precision on landing and touchdown was still level 1, but because of the pilot work- 
load on the initial approach and onset of the stick shaker, overall handling qualities were generally in 
the level 2 range, 

35 knots, 40" wing incidence-A large nose down attitude was required to avoid the stick shaker 
on base leg and on turn to final Pilots were busy monitoring angle of attack and sideslip, One pilot 
noted that he would probably lose the aircraft without the sideslip indicator, The control technique 
was the same: apply power for flight path control, and trade off pitch attitude with airspeed. There 
was a low sink rate, and a level 1 final approach was still possible However, because of pilot work- 
load during base leg and turn to final, and because of the stick shaker, the overall handling qualities 
were generally in the level 2 range. 

Geared Flap on the eep, 60 knots, 44" wing incidence-The technique for control was the 
same as the programmed flap: power for flight path control, and pitch attitude for speed control. 
Stick shaker was encountered on base leg and final. Precision on landing and touchdown was level 1, 
but because of the stick shaker the overall handling qualities were in the level 2 range. 

50 knots, 47" wing incidence-Pilot workload was about the same as the previous case, Tech- 
nique for control was the same. The heave damping problem was creeping up again. Some pilot- 
induced-oscillations in flight path were noted, The stick shaker was encountered agan. The handling 
qualities were generally in the level 2 range. 

40 knots, 52" wing incidence-Pilot workload increased from the previous case. Pilots encoun- 
tered difficulty holding angle of attack and sideslip. The control technique was a little different: 
pilots led with pitch attitude and followed with power The configuration was fine for level flight, 
but once power was reduced to come down, pilots got the stick shaker To avoid the stick shaker, the 
pilots were flying faster than they wanted, Handling qualities were in the level 2 range. 

35 knots, 54" wing incidence-Pilot workload was about the same as the previous case. Pilots 
again traded velocity for the stick shaker It was difficult to hold angle of attack and sideslip at zero, 
Handling qualities were generally in the level 2 range. 

Only four programmed flap configuration STOL takeoffs were rated No geared flap configura- 
tion STOL takeoffs were flown. 

d 
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With the programmed flap configuration excess thrust was available during the 60 knot and 20" 
wing incidence takeoff. The 50 knot and 30" wing incidence takeoff was less responsive because of 
the lower dynamic pressure. The 40 knot and 35" wing incidence takeoff was close to a buffet 
boundary and the pilot was worried about commanding more power than he wanted. The handling 
qualities of the three cases above were level 1 The 35 knot and 40" wing incidence takeoff handling 
qualities deteriorated further and were level 2. 

Geared Flap on the Stick 

A limited number of pilot evaluations exist for the geared flap on the stick because trimrmng the 
aircraft in this configuration was a challenging task. Three pilots flew this configuration. The follow- 
ing statements are based solely on pdot comments during practice runs, The geared flap on the stick 
was better than the geared flap on the beep dunng hover because the pitch response to longitudinal 
stick inputs was smoother The two geared flap configurations did not seem very different during 
conversion and reconversion. 

CONCL~SIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

(1) The tilt-wing simulation model is valid for research purposes. Two former tilt-wing pilots (one 
flew the XC- 142, the other flew the CL-84) commented that the programmed flap tilt-wing model 
responded similarly to their tilt-wing alrcraft behavior 

(2) Generally, both control configurations showed level 2 handling qualities. The geared flap on the 
beep configuration mean pilot ratings were level 2 in all cases. The programmed flap configuration 
mean pilot ratings were level 2 except for hover and one STOL landing configuration (60 knots and 
20" wing incidence) which had level 1 mean pilot ratings. 

The handling qualities for the geared flap on the beep configuration and the programmed flap 
configuration were comparable during conversion from hover to aiiplane mode and during recon- 
version from airplane mode to hover and landing. The programmed flap configuration had slightly 
better handling qualities than the geared flap on the beep configuration during STOL (fixed wing 
deflection) landings and hover. 

(3) Results from this prelimnary look at the geared flap on the beep configuration show that the tail 
thruster requirement for pitch control during hover and low speeds was reduced compared to the 
programmed flap configuration, 

(4) By comparing the handling qualities of both configurations this preliminary study showed that 
the geared flap concept is feasible for tilt-wing aircraft. 

However, more testing is necessary for the geared flap configurations. The geared flap on the 
beep configuration needs control law refinement, not only to exploit further reduction of the tail 
thruster requirements, but to reduce the negative effects of the longitudinal acceleration pulses on the 
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handling qualities, and to relieve overall pilot workloads. Also, control law tailoring for the geared 
flap on the stick configuration has the potential for providing short penod low speed pitch control 
thru the geared flap mechanism. 

Based on pilot comments recommended changes for a follow-on simulation include a rate or atti- 
tude command control system, a higher definition visual display, a digital speed indicator, a glide 
slope indicator, and a radar altimeter that measures height above the ground (not sea level) for terrain 
following tasks. 
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APPENDIX A 

PILOT EVALUATIONS 
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Figure 1 Geared flap control concept. 
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Figure 2, Simulation V/STOL tilt-wing transport aircraft. 
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Figure 3. Simulator cockpit arrangement. 
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Figure 12. Geared flap configuration time histories. 
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